Madonna's daughters: girl power and the empowered girl-pop breakthrough

The internet is ancient, small steps are important, and four other theses about making things in a digital world


Making media studies: the creativity turn in media and communications studies


Making things is even more vital than you think


The LEGO System as a tool for thinking, creativity, and changing the world


Enabling and constraining creativity and collaboration: some reflections after Adventure Rock


Participations: Dialogues on the participatory promise of contemporary culture and politics — part 1: Creativity


Young people's uses and understandings of online social networks in their everyday lives


Remote living: exploring online (and offline) experiences of young people living in rural areas


Locative media in the city: drawing maps and telling stories


Cultures of creativity


Foreword


Creativity and digital innovation


Towards “publish, then filter” for academic research


A tale of two books: an experiment in cutting out the middlepeople with Kindle self-publishing


Digital transformations means open access... and a whole new way of doing things

Gauntlett, D. 2012. Digital transformations means open access... and a whole new way of doing things. Digital Transformations.

Building platforms for creativity: eight principles


Social media optimism vs pessimism


The future of learning


Action-based visual and creative methods in social research


The future of play


Six principles for media education

Media studies 2.0, and other battles around the future of media research

Making is connecting: the social meaning of creativity from DIY and knitting to YouTube and Web 2.0

Good and bad times for making and thinking

Creative and visual methods in audience research

Defining systematic creativity in the digital realm

Social creativity is the heart of a strong and happy society

Virtual worlds: an overview and study of BBC Children's Adventure Rock

Children in virtual worlds: Adventure Rock users and producers study

Defining systematic creativity

Wikipedia

Media studies 2.0: a response

Media studies 2.0

Media, gender and identity: an introduction. 2nd edition

Creative brainwork: building metaphors of identity for social science research

Representing identity: findings from a study using visual metaphors

Media Studies 2.0: the collapse and rebirth of Media Studies?

Creative explorations: new approaches to identities and audiences

Building metaphors, building identities

Creative and visual methods for exploring identities

Ten things wrong with media effects studies

Neue forschungsmethoden in der publikumsforschung
Ten things wrong with the "effects" model

Moral panic and media effects

Video critical: children, the environment and media power

Introduction: Why no clear answers on media effects?

Another crisis for media studies

Screening the evidence

Moving experiences: understanding television's influences and effects

'Full of very different people all mixed up together': understanding community and environment through the classroom video project
Gauntlett, D. 1995. 'Full of very different people all mixed up together': understanding community and environment through the classroom video project. Primary Teaching Studies. 9 (1), pp. 8-13.

Broadcast concerns: a report on Broadcasting Standards Council complainants, based on a study of complaints received over an 18 month period

Calling all couch potatoes